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4. What did you like or dislike about the fall dryland program and how 

can we improve it?16 responses 

 

1. It would be nice to have more locations 

2. it would have been nice to hold our sessions at different sites in the park (including the north 

end of the park perhaps once or twice?). We tended to start at P5 very often, in order to hook up 

the roller skiers, which ended up being a little monotonous for use non-roller-skiers. 

more time saved for the intervals, and less time standing around and on technique - I don't think 

technique is particularly useful in dryland - let's just keep moving! 

3. I could only commit to drop in's. I felt I could do much of the same with roller skis but I did miss 

the strength at the end of the workouts. 

4. Intensity of workouts could have been higher. Plyometrics are not super exciting. 

5. need better cardio work with the roller skiing program. maybe a combo of roller ski sessions and 

on-land sessions, i.e., not 100% roller ski. 

6. All great. Sometimes the sprints up the hill from dead stop to sprint on Tuesdays at Mooney's 

Bay was tough on hamstrings (a few people pulled theirs), it seemed --- the jog into sprint 

seemed to be easier on older muscles; other than that, great! 

7. Locations had to be coordinated with roller skiing group, and less opportunity to go to other 

locations of the park 

8. It's OK 

9. Outside strength training portion - preferred when Natalya was the coach, similar to the fall 

camp. 

10. I liked the coaches, but I think we needed more intervals, especially on Tuesdays. Found the 

Tuesday strength lacking in warmth and enthusiasm. 

11. Happy with Saturdays in the park...great coaching. 



12. too much bird shi_ at Mooney's Bay this is trivial, but it is annoying 

13. I liked the progressive nature of the program and the two time trials. There was nothing that I 

disliked. As I plan to start with the roller skiing program next year for the first time it would be 

good if, in the case of inclement weather, we could combine the two programs. 

14. Really enjoyed the fall camp 

15. Liked the strength. Would like higher intensity cardio. 

16. Some of the sessions are for sprinters or young athletes who train full time and do their volume 

and intervals in other sessions, namely the ones with plyos as the main set. I don't feel the plyos 

are geared to the racing Masters do and are high risk for injury, because of age and training 

inconsistency. In my view, most Master athletes work full time, have families, train 3-4 times per 

week only and race loppets. Good old meat and potatoes long Z3 or 3-4 min Z4 intervals are the 

best main set, with either plyos or the strength afterwards to compliment. Also, it's all but 

unnecessary now to do ski striding (running with poles) technique, especially given the "moose 

step" the pros use. Making sure those who have trouble synchronizing legs and arms (ie left 

arm, right leg) just get that, and away we go. Ski striding is for aerobic power; again good old up 

and down Mooneys Bay and up Penguin. 

 

 

6. What did you like or dislike about the fall roller skiing program and 

how can we improve it?11 responses 

 

1. Saturday sessions were great. Please keep this day. 

2. need better cardio work with the roller skiing program. maybe a combo of roller ski sessions and 

on-land sessions, i.e., not 100% roller ski. very satisfied still, because of coaching excellence 

(Dan). 

3. More video. There was some but it would be good to have it on a regular basis. 



4. I find it hard to progress from beginner (barely able to keep my balance) to 20km hilly loops; 

need a gradual progression... 

5. Really liked this option I hope you continue it next year. 

6. It was fun, interactive and had a small number of people involved. These aspects allowed for 

more directed guidance and advice. 

7. The video sessions were well received. The long distance sessions on bike paths were fun. 

8. really enjoyed the interval training at the fall camp 

9. I appreciated the detailed technique work. It is much more comfortable to do this in the Fall 

rather than on snow in winter weather! 

10. It was great to be able to do the Saturday intervals on rollerskis. I hope this will be offered again 

next season 

11. I liked that we had quite a few people out for each session. It made it fun and quite a good 

workout. I'd like to change up every couple of weeks and do the dryland sessions. Would like to 

rotate around from dryland to rollerski. 

 

 

8. What did you like or dislike about the strength training program at 

Evolve and how can we improve it?11 responses 

 

1. I am possibly interested in Evolve, but I would like to be able to drop in once at the beginning of 

the season and see if it works for me. 

2. Mike is great. 

3. personalized feedback, level of competence of Mike. 

4. All excellent! 

5. Would've liked a drop in option and a later time slot 

6. Too tough in previous years... 

7. Great workout. Handy spray bottle with towels to wipe down mats would be appreciated 

(especially for the circuit training). 



8. Too crowded. We could have used more than one leader for the winter program. 

9. maybe we do too much talking and not enough listening to Mike ? 

10. A great workout, excellent supervision, not too many participants. 

11. Don't change a thing! 

 

 

10. What did you like or dislike about the on-snow program and how 

can we improve it?18 responses 

 

1. I would have liked to have done a little more downhill technique work but otherwise, great. 

2. Again I was mostly drop in. I still believe more Km's can be skied while doing drills and 

technique work. 

3. I like the fact that despite snow storms on many Tuesdays there were no cancellations. Dan and 

Jamie bring a lot of energy and enthusiasm to the Tuesday practices. They make them fun and 

challenging and are not afraid to push the athletes. 

4. The club needs a program that is not racing-oriented. A very small % of the participants race. 

Which would mean coaching and skiing and getting feedback on technique but skip the 

intervals. If I want to do these, I don't need to waste a valuable coaches time holding a stop 

watch, I can do them on my own time. I am an intermediate skier so the learn to ski program 

originally proposed (and dropped) was not suited to me. 

5. I'm not quite as hardcore as most of the club members, and I found the 3-hour Saturday 

morning sessions a bit much! The coaching and the company were both fantastic, though. 

6. I don't race and found that the interval sessions were the main goal of the lessons. This was 

less so in the first part of the season but become the bulk in mid to latter part of season. I would 

like at least one group that is lesson only based. I was very impressed with Francoise's method 

of teaching which included skiing behind/beside you making comments on the fly. This produced 

instant results in understanding the lesson point. 



7. fastest group needs more time skiing, and less time standing. Time spent on technical learning 

could be reformatted e.g., under a few technical-only sessions throughout the season. more 

personalized feedback needed. 

8. Very good, sometimes the instruction was either too short/not focused, or kindda too long and 

dragged on trying to teach the same thing ... but I think this is also a reflection of a few things: 

either really cold and had to keep us moving, a technique we were needing more work on and 

so repeated instruction (perhaps if the group is not getting it move on and return to it later) ... but 

on whole very good!! 

9. There seemed to be less standing around, and more skiing. 

10.  I think it is terrible idea to have the slower group start at P5 and go up Penguin, especially as 

happened this year, on the first session when it was -18, and it was a skating practice. There is 

no "up-side", nothing good about this scenario. The slower members are not skiing; not 

practicing any technique; they are doing the herring bone; just trying to get up the damn hill and 

have some energy left for the rest of the practice. I think it was two weeks later and we started 

at P5 and skated up Penguin again. It was not so cold and so there was some glide. 

Nonetheless, it was 35 minutes before the last person got to the top where we were waiting with 

the coaches. People had expanded far too much energy and the practice had just begun. 

I would suggest that the faster groups / racers go up Penguin but not the slower group.  

In my personal opinion, for slower, new, or not-so-good skiers, starting from P5 and going up 

Penguin takes away from the point of joining this group. It just ain't fun and I am learning nothing 

for a good portion of the practice. I also think it scares people away and this is not the way for 

this club to grow its membership. I personally think this is a fantastic group and if you'll have me, 

I'm coming back, but I know you are trying to attract new members. 

11. Sometimes I felt that the training locations( ie. the race course for skate skiing) was past my 

abilities and therefore had me only participate partly. I am not sure that there is a match to the 

older master and the training program. 

12. first few times we skied we went up Penquin, that was way too challenging at the beginning of 

skiing also, the network of steep trails at Camp Fortune are really challenging for some, in fact, it 

reduced one skier who is not a feeble person, to all out tears ! one thing I liked is on Tuesday 

nights we often skate skied when the conditions basically dictated it; I understand this is difficult 

to plan and some members would oppose this, but, in the perfect world, we would skate when 

conditions were good for it and, similarly, classic when conditions are more suited for it (e.g. 

when its really cold or deep fresh snow) 

13. Great variety of speed workouts, progressive in nature. 

14. Go back to having a discount for signing up for tues and sat to encourage participation to those 

racing and away some weekends. 

15. The training prepared us well for racing 

16. I generally liked the way the sessions were organised - warm up, go for a ski with technique 

work incorporated, intervals, cool down. I would like to see a few video sessions over the course 

of the winter. Also, coaches shouldn't be reluctant to make personal observations rather than 

general ones, i.e. "Mary, you need to keep your skis closer together" rather than "Some of you 

need to move your skis closer together". 

17. Enjoyed both Tuesday and Saturday. 



18. I thought we were quite consistent with the program this year. I thought there was good variety 

in the workouts. 

 

 

 

13. Please tell us what races you participated in.23 responses 

 

1. Tay Valley (2) 

2. Loppet, skinouk 

3. skinook, Ontario Masters, Tay Valley loppet, Gat. loppet (27km classic) 

4. Yeultide blast, Coupe Skinouk, Sounder, Blue Sky Loppet, (worked at Eastern's & GLoppet) 

5. Candy Cane, Skinouk, Tay Valley, Easterns, Gatineau Loppet 

6. Gatineau Loppet 15k classic/27k skate 

7. loppet, 27km classic 



8. skinook (both), gat loppett. was sick for Tay Valley and Oka, and Viking got cancelled. 

9. Coup Skinouk 10 classic, 15 km skate. Ontario Masters: 10 km skate, 10 km classic, 20 km 

skate. Gatineau Loppet 50 km classic. Foxtrail D'action 30 km skate. Masters World Cup: 10 km 

skate, 30 km classic, 45 km skate. Engadin 42 km skate. 

Gatineau 27km, Ontario Masters, World Masters 

10. Tay Valley Loppet 

11. Tartu Maraton, Estonia 

12. 15K Gatineau Loppet Classic 

13. Tasy Valley 

14. 51 km loppet , Viking loppet( which was challenged) Jack rabbit classic( which was cancelled) 

My performance in the 51km was my best ski ever. 

15. Tay Vallet 

16. Gatineau Loppet, 27km skate 

17. Gatineau loppet, Cdn ski marathon 

18. Gat Loppet, Cdn Ski Marathon, Skinouk, Silverspoon and Nakerrtok 6hr race 

19. Ontario Masters,Skinouk Pursuit,Tay Loppet, Gatineau Loppet, Viking Loppet (cancelled) 

20. Gatineau Loppet (51 km. skate), Ontario Masters Championships (3 races) 

21. Easterns, Coupe Skinouk, Gatineau Loppet 

 

14. What would you like in terms of race support from the club next 

year?17 responses 

 

1. Wax recommendations as well as help at larger loppets. 

2. Wax support at the gatineau Loppet was good. 

3. I am not sure that club resources devoted to racing are proportional to the # of people who 

actually race. 

4. help with waxing the skis 

- advanced waxing learning sessions 

- recommendation for waxes for the race 

- application of top coat by wax technician. 

5. The pre-Gatineau wax night (with the expensive waxes) and the same day support were 

excellent. Perhaps we can do that for a set of club supported destination races. 

6. Waxing support was good! 

7. Wax advice is very appreciated! 

8. Participated as an individual,. 

9. ... undecided 

10. Wax support at club sponsored races 

11. Publication of the race calendar, waxing support. 

12. A plan for training, mental coaching, support at races when possible 

13. Waxing 

14. Wax recommendations 



15. I took advantage of the high fluoro glide waxes provided at the Loppet and appreciated it. I don't 

expect any other service. 

16. race waxing 

 

 

 

16. What did you like or dislike about the social events and how can 

we improve them?18 responses 

 

1. lots of fun - great job Holly - suggest you bring on Gail as a social director assistant next year 
2. They are a lot of fun. Due to work travel I am not always available. 
3. Holly is enthusiastic and makes the events fun by her attitude. Prizes are great but the 

comradery is the important part. 
4. I thought they were a good mix of days- venues-prices. Nice to have group ski outings on 

sundays. Good job!! 
5. Holly (others) did a great job on the social scene. 
6. this year was a hoot. congrats Holly for making it happen like clock work. 
7. They were all great! Really enjoyed the informal after Thurs evening and after Sat morning too. 

Well done on those. 
8. Holly is doing a great job. 
9. I would have liked to participate but I was away. Kudos to Holly and her helpers. 
10. Great organization. Reference to consumption of alcohol in the park should not be included in 

club email communications. 
11. I liked the frequency and type of events. There was a nice variety of social events. 
12. I find it difficult to take part in the socials that are in Ottawa. 
13. It was great to see more events planned and organized. Wished I could have made it to more. 

Of the ones I did attend, perhaps the tables could be configured differently to allow for more 
interaction. 

14. Fun variety. Well done. Shorter game at year end party. 
15. Make sure they are not scheduled the week before a race 
16. Really liked the hike and ski in to a cabin. I found the cost of the year-end dinner too high. 
17. I was discouraged from attending the year-end party due to the cost. Really enjoyed the various 

wrap-up events. Nice variety of events throughout the year. 



18. I thought they were very well organized. I really liked the fall camp and the presentation from 
Anita Pozgay. 

 

17. We designed and offered for sale new team uniforms in 2016-17. 
Do you have any feedback on the uniforms?17 responses 

1. the race suit is beautiful, and the hat - I want some! I didn't order anything because the sizes / 

styles I would have been interested in trying weren't available but will order for next year for sure 

- can we get a hat with a pony tail hole? maybe Doris Julien can do them for us? 

2. My order was incomplete. 

3. They look and function great (Warm up Jacket & Pants & Vest) 

4. Sample sizes were not available in my size and the fit guide online did not match my size 

therefore I didn't order any. I would like to try on samples close to my size before ordering. 

5. I think the colors and designs are nice. I did not purchase this year because there is no scenario 

when I would wear a skinsuit and the warmup suit seemed too heavy for day to day skiing in the 

typical temperature range (-5 to -12). 

6. I didn't order one, but they look GREAT. 

7. The white toque looked too pale from a distance. It appeared the wearer had fallen in the snow. 

The black ones stood out nicely. 

8. looks good, and looks different from all of them out there. 

9. All good 

10. Got the buff, love it but also really like the new uniform 

11. Don't like that orange! 

12. Look great. May order next year. 

13. perfect 

14. The uniforms are great, at least as much as I have used them. 

15. Give more time to see the actual uniforms before ordering 

16. Like them. Would like to try for size before ordering. 

17. I don't like the light blue on the suits, but other than that they're very nice. I haven't tried it 

enough yet to know if it's the right weight or not. 



 

 

20. If you do not plan to join the club next year, would you please tell 
us why and what we could do to meet your needs?4 responses 

 
1. not doing on-snow because I plan to be out of the country in winter 
2. This is a great club. Excellent coaches and inclusive. 
3. Will be joining provided summer training goes well. 
4. n/a 

 



 

 

 

22. Do you have any other comments you would like to add?17 responses 

 

1. There were no club trips.  

2. great job coaches! 

3. No 

4. We seem to have lost a few members, the ones I see skiing around have gone to XC Zone, my 

gut feelings on this, is that those people felt they just want to ski with people and put in the 

mileage and feel their technique is good enough and they just want to ski to get fast. If we see 

too much more of this erosion the club will need to address by adjusting their offerings. 

5. I think this is a fun club and overall I am happy to be a member. My skiing has improved 

enormously since I joined. 

6. It would be nice if we would do some hiking, cycling or lake swimming in the summer . 

7. i think that the combo of Sunday LSD sessions and monthly+ socials brought the members back 

together at the end of the winter. Lesson learned may be that whether it is Natalya or others 

delivering these goods, these are key activities that are needed and successful in making the 

club that vibrant "family". 

8. Very good. Really enjoyed it. Thank you! 

9. Keep up the great work 

10. Despite P5 and Penguin, I really enjoyed my first winter season with this club! 

11. Appreciate the workouts being posted in advance.  

Would like to see a recommended training program for the off-season. 

12. I feel that it is risky to offer group strength at practices when people are tired and the instructor 

is unable to check form. 



13. Continue to be extremely proud to tell people that I train as a XC Chelsea Faster Masters! 

14. thanks to the board members for their hard work 

15. Keep up the good work. 

16. Still enjoy the camaraderie of XCCM 

17. Good survey! Thanks. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


